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TeamO is seeking new distribution partners. Please email:

lauren@TeamOmarine.com
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MICRO INSHORE COASTAL

Focusing on fit and design, the 170N 
Inshore lifejacket provides an entry level
price point, designed for day sailors, 
rib drivers, corporate charter and light 
commercial vessels.
 

The Inshore 170N lifejacket has a roomier cover 
compared to the Micro, which allows for optional 
add-on features, such as a high visibility 
sprayhood and/or a SOLAS approved light.

The 170N Coastal lifejacket includes a 
deck harness with TeamO’s patented
BackTow Technology. It is designed for 
sailors who will be undertaking shorter 
offshore journeys, including overnight 
passages around coastal areas.  

BACKTOW TECHNOLOGY

Turns the user in to a face-up seated 
position if towed alongside a vessel. 
This keeps the airways clear of water

SPRAY HOOD
COMPATIBLE SOLAS 

LIGHT
COMPATIBLE

THE SMALLEST, LIGHTEST
LIFEJACKET AROUND

For day sailors, power boaters, racers, fishing
and anyone working around water .

15% lighter than any other lifejacket on the
market*

Innovative new cover design delivers all of the 
performance demanded from an ISO approved 
lifejacket, at just a fraction of the size.

 
Ultra low profile collar and cut-away racer
back allows for total mobility.

Dog bone style closure at the front, with it’s 
aluminium construction, adds further lightness.

Reduced size and weight results in unparalleled 
comfort and ease of wearing. Never get weighed 
down by your lifejacket again! 

AUTO
This lifejacket will inflate

when submerged in water,
by pulling the red toggle 

or using oral tube

68-144cm

50kg +
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* 

*compared against products from 5 leading lifejacket brands

Available with a choice of two firing heads:
Mark 5i Automatic Inflation or Manual Firing

Comfort fit with 3D shaping over the shoulders

Durable tough materials 

Adjustable double-buckle waist belt

Available with a choice of two firing heads:
Mark 5i Automatic Inflation or Manual Firing

Comfort fit with 3D shaping over the shoulders

Durable tough materials 
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OCEANOFFSHORE SERVICING
TeamO is currently appointing Service Centers globally. 

Authorised service centres will receive thorough product 
training from TeamO Marine Ltd and will be issued 
certification to permit services to be carried out on 
TeamO products.

As worn by The Maiden Factor
team for their world tour.

Our original patented BackTow lifejacket, 
packed with all of the key features required 
by sailors undertaking longer offshore 
passages in a wide range of conditions.

Maximum buoyancy for those tackling the
fiercest conditions. The 275N Ocean lifejacket
is suitable for use when wearing heavy weight 
waterproof clothing or floatation suits. 

Available with Pro-Sensor Elite, Hammar and
User convertible Manual Firing head options. 

Available with Pro-Sensor Elite, Hammar and
User convertible Manual Firing head options.
AIS compatible
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Rated as one of the Top 3 lifejackets on the market
by Yachting Monthly in August 2019.

BackTow Technology harness 
system inside.

AIS compatible.

If you would like to become a certified TeamO Service Centre
please email lauren@teamomarine.com
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